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The reviewers point to two major sets of broad historiographic tensions that emerge in my work: between case studies and big picture approaches to the Atlantic world and slavery, and between structure and agency in writings on the Atlantic world, slavery, and history more generally. Heuer and Dubois both point to the possible pitfalls of focusing primarily on agency, potentially at the cost of obscuring the structural brutality of slavery. Dubois calls for deeper consideration of how African practices—also a set of structures—shaped individual experiences of slavery and resistance. Adams and Heuer both ask for further precision in considering race as a structural category, including when it emerged and how it operated in relation to other hierarchies. I am grateful for their astute and thought-provoking intellectual framing of the larger historiographic and methodological issues in my book.

One of the main goals of my research is to demonstrate “how personal stories connect to transatlantic histories,” as Jennifer Heuer notes. Dubois indicates that a tension between small-scale experiences and large-scale processes undergirds scholarship on slavery in particular, which has considered individual experiences of slavery, race, and gender, on the one hand, and the plantation system and structures of patriarchy on the other. The virtually simultaneous recent biographical turn in Atlantic history and a new focus on the history of capitalism has done nothing to dispel this tension. At its best, the methodological decision to focus on particular stories expands our understanding of the realms of possibility and disrupts well-worn teleologies; at its least productive, it risks turning into a celebration of the exceptional.

Highlighting family stories both provides a method for bridging this tension between agency and structures, and demonstrates that existing scholarship has privileged some structures over others. Christine Adams emphasizes, with a nod to gender analysis, that family historians have long employed personal stories as a way to illuminate hierarchies, negotiations, and the relationship between the public and the private, the political and the personal—that is, structures of power and domination that shaped the lives of people in eighteenth-century France and its empire. Yet Dubois points out that consideration of African cultural systems and structures remains elusive in scholarship on the French Atlantic, in spite of the nearly quarter century that has passed since John Thornton’s initial critique. Centering intimate relationships might provide a method for future scholarship to shed light on how African structures of family, intimacy, and gender roles shaped life in both Saint-Domingue and France. Yet there are other lacunae as well. Gender analysis continues to be difficult to come by in Atlantic history, with Atlantic historians seeming to accept (in a very pre-Joan Scottian way) that as men were the preponderance of Atlantic migrants, gender is an irrelevant category. Closely analyzing the expectations and experiences of Marie-Magdelaine Royer Regnaud de Beaumont enables me to demonstrate the
significance of both women and gender to Atlantic history, and also situates France firmly within an Atlantic framework. Similarly, French historians have been very slow to integrate race as a category into their scholarship, again seemingly because of the low numbers of people of color in France.[5] Yet race shaped French policy, notions of sovereignty, and economic life, having an effect well beyond the people of color who lived there and those who interacted with them: merchants, royal officials, Protestants, Catholics, men, and women were all invested in what race meant and how it was enacted.

The stakes in choosing to focus on individual stories or broader systems are therefore multiple and high. For me, my methodological approach is intertwined with the reasons I was drawn to history in the first place. Getting to know people who lived in the past makes me passionate about history. Trying to piece together their landscapes and their choices inspires me to challenge the boundaries of what we think we know about the past. On one level, then, I focus on the stories of families and people because that’s what I like doing. Yet this choice is also a political one that seems particularly vital at our own historical moment, when support for history departments and historical scholarship is in decline, and public discourse is characterized by a complete lack of, and even distain for, historical perspective. In such a climate, emphasizing agency accepts the possibility for an individual to effect change, both on a personal and a systemic level. It also underscores that structures of control (slavery, patriarchy, family) are not all-encompassing or powerful, and that individual actions and choices sometimes fall outside the reach of those systems, allowing them to be challenged. A focus on agency need not be celebratory: it can take into account the limits of individual action, the ways that options and choices are circumscribed, and the circumstances in which historical actors might choose to reinforce systems of power. In short, focusing on families allows illumination of the contingent nature of structures and how agency operates within them, sometimes to resist and sometimes to uphold. To me, emphasizing multiple choices and individuals’ awareness of their ramifications is important for understanding the past and the present, particularly at a time when systematic controls and oppressions and their incursions into daily life in American and Western society are becoming more evident.

Much recent historiography on race in France and its empire has focused on the question of when race became a category—or, in other words, a structuring “metalanguage.”[6] Pinpointing a date has seemed pressing because of the exceptional case of Saint-Domingue, the Caribbean colony with both the largest free colored population and the only successful large-scale slave revolt. Heuer calls for further precision in answering this question. Yet I wonder instead what would happen if we changed the terms of the debate? Focusing on precisely when race became a category leaves unchallenged an underlying teleology that race did become a category, and risks accepting that category as obvious and evident. In fact, while race certainly structured actions and behavior in the world, it was always changing, not least because of the ways individuals were constantly revising, resisting, and contesting it. Race, like other structuring categories, was fluid, not static, on both individual and systemic levels. For individuals, what race meant and exactly who possessed a racialized body depended on multiple factors, including slave or free status, social position, geographic location, family situation, occupation, and success at conforming with other social expectations including gender roles.[7] Broader geopolitical factors also shaped race, including labor systems, which crops were being grown, nature of colonial administration, intellectual climate, demographics and population of the colony, whether
or not the empire was at war, and the ruling elite or state’s need to integrate those who might under different circumstances be segregated and oppressed.

Race was not the only fluid structure: family, a category guided by legal classifications and assumptions about gender, also was in flux. Yet they did not change independently of each other. Considering how race intersected with family structures makes clear that they transformed alongside of and in conjunction with each other. For the Fleuriau family, for example, the inextricability of race and family provided a platform to create new understandings of both. What emerges from this is not that one hierarchy was unique or distinctive, but that the interaction between the two had a far-reaching impact that extended well beyond individuals who were directly involved in the Atlantic system. Unevenly and in fits and starts, race and family changed together.

No scholarly work stands on its own. My research has been built on the scholarship of Jennifer Heuer, Laurent Dubois, Christine Adams and others. I offer my sincere thanks to all three reviewers for their thoughtful and thought-provoking comments, and for situating Intimate Bonds as part of a long, vibrant conversation about race, gender, slavery, and the family in France and its empire. I look forward to ongoing scholarly engagement.
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